


The switch 

Once per turn you 

may change the 

role another player 

is playing. Choose a new 

role for this player from 

the unselected roles. The 

player gets any RPM that 

was stored on the role.

Wild Card 

6   Kickback - Gain the amount of RPM  

that was spent on the challenge.

5   Better Luck Next Time - If the  

results die is 2 or less re-roll it and keep  

the new result.

4   From Adversity - Create a new theme 

related to the circumstances of this 

challenge. Put 2 RPM on it.

3   Punishment - Regardless of results, 

assign Ruben a consequence in this 

challenge.

2   Fickle Fate - If the results die is  4 or 

greater re-roll it and keep the new result.

1   Reversal of Fortune - The challenger 

gets back the amount of RPM they spend 

on the challenge.

Fighting
6   Takedown - Add 2 to the results die. The 

challenging player may not select the “bad 

to worse” or “critical injury” consequences 

in this challenge.

5   Scrappy as Hell - Add 1 to the results 

die, or gain 2 RPM that cannot be used in 

this challenge.

4   Not His 1st Rodeo - If the results  

die rolled 3 or less re-roll it and keep the 

new result

3   Lucky Shot - the challenging player  

gets 1 RPM.

2   Winded - Ruben loses 1 RPM.

1   K.O. - Ruben is out of the fight.  

In addition to any other consequences, he 

gets “broken + bloody”

The driver 

6   Outrun - Immediately establish the 

location of the next scene. This move 

should be advantageous to Ruben. 

5   5th Gear - Either gain 2 RPM or move 

the progress tracker to the next checkpoint

4   Cruise On - Create a new Theme 

related to Ruben’s ride or how it’s 

affected by the challenge. Put 2 RPM 

on it.

3   Ka-boom! - Something blows up, other 

cars, buildings, etc. Narrate in some 

serious explosions. Making explosion 

sound effects helps.

2    Blowout - Subtract 1 from the results die

1   Fiery wreck - The car is totally 

destroyed. Ruben will have to use alternate 

vehicles for the rest of this adventure.
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6 - succeed excellently
5 - success4 - consequences 3 - consequences2 -  no result  (spend at least 1 RPM to get out of deficit)

 1 -  no result  (spend at least 2 RPM to get out of deficit)



Roleplay freely as the companion.

If the circumstances of a challenge 

involves Los Campanero, Ruben’s 

player may elect to use the Los 

Campanero Kicker. 

Know it all - Introduce a 

new fact or revelation about the 

current situation that Ruben was 

not aware of. This is a steadfast 

truth.

The sidekick, The foil, Ruben’s right hand  

(whether he likes it or not)(whether he likes it or not)

Los Campanero

6   Why I Keep You Around - Los Campanero’s actions save Ruben 

from disaster. Replace the results die with a 5. 

5   Lucky Charm - Los Campanero is a major help to Ruben. Add 1 to the 

results die. Both Ruben and Los Campanero gain 1 RPM.

4   Helping Hand - Los Campanero helps in an unexpected way. Both Ruben 

and Los Campanero gain 1 RPM.  

3   Liability - Regardless of results, assign Ruben a consequence  

(in addition to any others earned).

2   Better Off Alone - Los Campanero gets in the way. Either subtract 1 

from the results die or Challenging player gains 1 RPM, Challenger decides.

1   Big Trouble - Something really disastrous happens to Los Campanero.  

If “dramatic injury” consequence is unlocked, death is on the table.



Add details to any scene. Describe the setting, 

the scenery, the atmosphere. 

Establish a new theme. Put 3 RPM on it.

 Investing the future- when someone uses 

the last RPM on a theme put 2 more on it. This 

can only be used once per game.

The world keeps spinning - Describe 

how the setting aids or hinders Ruben 

in a challenge. After Ruben assigns dice 

to results and the kicker, you may bump 

either roll up or down by one (a 5 becomes 

either a 4 or a 6, got it?).

The clouds in the sky, The dirt in the ground, and things in between

MAN VS. NATURE - Ruben is challenged 
abstractly by the setting. Such as: overcoming 
physical obstacles, finding things, knowing 
facts about a location, dealing with weather 
complications, animal attacks, etc.

Consequences
•  Broken + Bloody - Injury to Ruben, the car, Los Campenero. Niggling and prominent.

•  Scene Crash - Immediately change the scene location, move forward in time.

•  Recurring Failure - Create a theme based on Ruben’s failures, mistakes, or errors  

in judgment. Put 2 RPM on it. 

•  Curve in the Road - Startling new info. A previous truth becomes false, or vice versa. 

•  Bad To Worse - Retry challenge, describe increased risk.

•  Critical Injury - Ruben can be killed, maimed or taken off the table, potentially  

game ending. 



Freely roleplay as any characters aligned  

against Ruben. 

 Create a new theme based on the action of  

the story. Put 3 RPM on it. 

Collateral Damage - Describe the acts of the 

opposition or results of the opposition’s actions/

scene of the crime/calling card. Feel free to harm 

bystanders, damage the setting, or generally wreck 

house, as long as it happens “off camera.”

The bad guys, their henchmen, minions,  
and all hell coming with them

MAN VS. MAN - The villain acts in 
direct opposition to Ruben. Consider: 
Races, gunfights, abductions, road battles, 
arguments, torture, etc.

Consequences
•  Broken + Bloody - Injury to Ruben, the car, Los Campenero. Niggling and prominent.

•  Scene Crash - Immediately change the scene location, move forward in time.

•  Recurring Failure - Create a theme based on Ruben’s failures, mistakes, or errors  

in judgment. Put 2 RPM on it. 

•  Curve in the Road - Startling new info. A previous truth becomes false, or vice versa. 

•  Bad To Worse - Retry challenge, describe increased risk.

•  Critical Injury - Ruben can be killed, maimed or taken off the table, potentially  

game ending. 



Freely roleplay as un-aligned characters 

in the scene. You also may assign another 

player at the table a character for this scene. 

The same player need not be assigned the 

same character every time they appear.

Establish a new theme based on dialogue 

spoken in this scene. Put 2 RPM on it. 

The hand of the people Describe 

how others aid or hinder Ruben in a challenge. 

Bestow a +1 or a -1 to whatever die is assigned  

to results.

The creation of man 
Introduce a new character. Name them.  

Describe how they look and what they are like.  

Neither for you or against you;  
Everyone else in the world

MAN VS. SELF/SOCIETY  
When Ruben is challenged abstractly by 
people or civilization (not the antagonist). 
Such as knowing about people, finding the 
right contacts, getting help, etc.

Consequences
•  Broken + Bloody - Injury to Ruben, the car, Los Campenero. Niggling and prominent.

•  Scene Crash - Immediately change the scene location, move forward in time.

•  Recurring Failure - Create a theme based on Ruben’s failures, mistakes, or errors  

in judgment. Put 2 RPM on it. 

•  Curve in the Road - Startling new info. A previous truth becomes false, or vice versa. 

•  Bad To Worse - Retry challenge, describe increased risk.

•  Critical Injury - Ruben can be killed, maimed or taken off the table, potentially  

game ending. 



The Recap 

Immediately following 

either a Scene Crash or at 

the start of a new turn (but 

only once per turn), recap 

what’s  happened in the game 

so far. Make it exciting, tell it 

like a movie. Gain 3 RPM.

Cutaway
Describe a scene happening 

away from the main action. 

What else is happening in the 

world at this very moment? 

What’s going on when 

Ruben’s not around?

Rude interruption
Speak a line of dialogue as 

any character in the scene 

regardless of which Role 

controls them.

Soothsaid
Jump ahead in the timeline 

and describe a scene that  

will eventually happen.  

Or, jump back in time and 

show something relevant 

in the past that affects the 

current scene.

CTL-Z
After Ruben has assigned dice 

in a challenge, force him to re-

roll one of them. Every player 

at the table gains 1 RPM.

The way the DJ scratches a record,  
that’s the editor with the story



Freely narrate the weird or inexplicable. Don’t just 
add some random shit though, have it imply greater 
meanings: refer to a Theme or reference a motif of 
the story. 

What Can’t Happen, Happens - Add a supernatural 
element, event, or happening to the story. Ghosts, 
magical effects, bigfoots, etc. Things that defy the 
basic logic of the game in a way that is provocative 
and interesting. Tread carefully, madness is down 
this path.

Vision Quest - Describe a scene that is psychedelic 
or surreal. This could be the result of a drug trip, a 
dream sequence, a strange vision. It is not actually 
happening, but it could be symbolic of actual events. 
Feel free to go wild with this one; let your freak  
flag fly.

Man vs. The Unknown - Ruben is challenged by 
some supernatural force or entity.

The strange, unknowable, weirdness of the universe

Consequences
•  Broken + Bloody

•  Scene Crash

•  Recurring Failure 

•  Curve in the Road

•  Bad To Worse

•  Critical Injury 
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Roleplay freely as The Rider.

The chooser - If The Rider was 

present in a scene with a challenge 

where Consequences are inflicted,  

The Rider chooses those 

Consequences.

Lessons learned - Come up with 

a short phrase that describes a lesson 

Ruben has learned in the course of 

the game. Treat this like creating a 

theme. Place 2 RPM on it. This may 

only be played once per game.

 RUBEN VS. THE RIDER  
Ruben is challenged 
(perhaps explicitly)  
by The Rider.

She is a woman alone in the world,

and that’s just how she likes it

Consequences
•  Broken + Bloody - Injury to Ruben, the car, Los Campenero. 

Niggling and prominent.

•  Scene Crash - Immediately change the scene location, move 

forward in time.

•  Recurring Failure - Create a theme based on Ruben’s failures,  

mistakes, or errors in judgment. Put 2 RPM on it. 

•  Curve in the Road - Startling new info. A previous truth becomes false, 

or vice versa. 

•  Bad To Worse - Retry challenge, describe increased risk.

•  Critical Injury - Ruben can be killed, maimed or taken off the table, 

potentially game ending. 




